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FAR more strongly than most churches, this great tower of commerce bespeaks 
the real spirit of Gothic archite€ture-—aspiring, rugged, virile—an inspiration 

for the thinking, creating architect of today. Contradiéting the antiquarian, this 
great tower declares that the spirit of Gothic architeéture is a living, organic thing, 
adaptable to modern problems of accommodation and engineering, and endowed 
with a future as magnificent as its past. 

Certainly modern invention—modern engineering skill and organization, will prove 
more than equal to the demands of the architeéture of the future. 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRON TUBES 

By Earre M. Terry 

Associate Professor of Physics, University of Wisconsin 

When Edison in 1893 discovered that electricity may most direct and’ may be understood by reference to 

flow through a vacuum between a heated filament and Figure 1 in which F, G and P represent the filament, 

a cold plate it aroused little interest among engineers grid and_ plate respectively. The filament is heated . 

since the currents thus obtainable were of the order of by the battery A to a temperature sufficient to cause 

a few micro-amperes only. However, the possibility of it to emit electrons. These are drawn through the 

utilizing the effect for the rectification of alternating meshes of the grid to the positively charged plate 

currents was early recognized, for it was found that a which they enter, and, passing through the external 

current could be obtained only when the potential of circuit, constitute a current measured by the am- 

the plate is higher than that of the filament. Although 

the general laws governing the emission of electrons FOG P + 

from hot bodies were established by the work of Flem- 

ing, Thomson,? and Richardson,* between the years —— C — 

1896 and 1901, it was several years later that the mech- = B — 

anism of the process was explained. Richardson then a 

showed that electrons may leave bodies solely because - 

of the kinetic energy they possess in virtue of thermal 
equilibrium with the molecules of the body from which 
they escape, and that no chemical action at the surface 

is required as had been postulated in some of the earlier 

theories. He thus established the existence of pure 

electron emission. A 

The first application of thermionic currents to engi- 

neering problems was made by Fleming about 1898 when | | (ar 

he utilized the unilateral conductivity of a two element 

tube for rectifying the high frequency antenna currents 

in the reception of radio signals. Although rectifica- 
tion is in itself an important property, the electron tube 

would never have played its present important role had Fic. tr. Firawent, Grip, AND PLate. The filament is 
not some way been found readily and efficiently to con- nes 

trol the “space current” between the filament and the heated by ue battery A to ‘a. temperature sufietent 

plate. Thus far three ways have been devised which lo Caalise at 19 cunt electrous. 

are known respectively as the “static”, “magnetic”, and meter. For a given potential maintained at P, the 

“secondary emission” methods. While the former is number of electrons reaching the plate depends upon 

most commonly employed, nevertheless the others have the potential of the grid. If the grid is suffic- 

important possibilities. It is the purpose of this ar- jently negative no electrons will pass through and 

ticle to set forth briefly the fundamental principles of the plate current is zero. For a considerable range of 

each method and to lay special emphasis on the last grid voltages the relation between space current and 

two, for they have not perhaps received the considera- grid voltage is nearly linear. 

tion they deserve. This method possesses many advantages. lor ex- 

Static Method ample, the power required to maintain a given poten- 

This method of controlling the space current is the tial on the grid is small; even when its potential is 

—_—_—— positive, relatively few electrons strike it because of its 

iJ, A. Fleming, Phil. Mag., Vol. 42, Page 52, 1896. small area. Hence very little current is furnished 

*J. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag., Vol. 48, Page 547, 1899. by the battery C and none at all when the grid is nega- 

“aa Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, Vol. 11, Page tive, On the other hand, the battery B may be capable
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of furnishing comparatively large currents with which acted upon by a force tending to deflect it at right 
considerable amounts of power may be associated. The angles both to its own motion and that of the field 
device operates as an electrical throttle valve which across which it is passing. Tubes of various forms 
may be closed or opened to any desired fraction of its have been suggested for utilizing this effect, but the 

total carrying capac- simplest is that devised by Hull' of the General Electric 
P ity. Again the time Company. In Figure 2 let P be a cylindrical plate along 

Z ' ~ required for an elec- whose axis is placed a heated filament F which serves 
\ ! Vi tron to traverse the as a source of electrons and let P be maintained by a 

\ | Z~ distance from filament battery at a potential higher than F. Electrons emerg- 
SO \o4 if - to plate is exceedingly ing from the filament travel radially to the plate as in- 

Pe \ | / yet small, A simple cal- | 
AY" culation shows that 

aa SISK “~""“"T for a potential of 1000 F G P 
uo / r\ ONG volts on the plate and 

weg Ly Ss a distance between it l 
if i \, and the filament of 1 

i i \ cm., an electron re- 
quires only one thou- 

. < sandth of a millionth 
Fic. 2. CytinpricAt Plate AND : ae of one second for 

FiramMent. A longitudinal — 
: ue transit. The plate cur- 

magnetic field will cause the | j 
: rent accordingly re- | electrons to follow a curved | . 3 ‘ 

sponds to changes in 
path. “ 1 anh grid voltage with re- . 

markable quickness, and the device may function at fre- A 

quencies of many million cycles per second. When oper- 

ated in this way it may be used as a detector of high fre- | | 

quency radio waves, as an amplifier, or, when con- 

nected with suitable oscillatory circuits, as a generator 
of continuous alternating currents. Electron tubes op- 

erating on this principle are generally called “Pliotrons”. — | | | | | | | | | + 

Magnetic Control 

This method of control rests upon the fact that an CS B 

electron moving at right angles to a magnetic field is 

Fig. 4. Dracram or tHe Dynarron. Jt consists of a 

three-element tube similar to the pliotron except 
+> that the finely meshed grid is replaced by a metallic 
— a Ww, plate with relatively large perforations. 

= er dicated by the dotted lines. If, however, a longitud- 
= B ( inal magnetic field is introduced, for example by 
= il] L passing a current through a solenoid wound about the 
—— 4 3 tube in which the elements are mounted, the electrons 

TET follow a curved path but all eventually reach the plate 
— q Cc if the field does not exceed a certain critical value. At oh ; ‘ We ¢ Gt this field, an electron travels the heart shaped curve in- 

ae dicated in the figure and will just miss striking the 
plate and return to the filament by a symetrical path 
as indicated by the arrows. Under these circumstances, 

> SS no electrons reach the plate and the valve accordingly 
= M = L iS closed. For felds slightly less than this, all the elec- 
© 2 trons emerging from the filament reach the plate and 
— — the valve is open. This method of control differs from 

the static method described above in that it has a sharp 
“cut off”; that is, the valve is entirely open or com- 

Fic. 3. DiaGram ov rink MAGNEtRON. This device has Pistely closed. This sbrupiness may, however; be 
been found to be a very efficient source of sustained 1A. W. Hull, Journ. Institute of Electrical Engineers, Sept., 
oscillations. 1921,
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somewhat modified, by placing the filament slightly off denser C, is arranged as indicated, mutual inductance 

the axis of the plate or inclining it at an angle. An existing between L, and L,. When the battery circuit is 

electron device operating on this principle is called a closed, the rising current in L, induces in L, an E. M. 

“Magnetron”. F. which starts oscillations in this circuit. The mag- 

A valve of this sort may be made to trip itself if the netic field in L, due to this transient current, added to 

space current is used to energize the solenoid which the fields of W, and W,, is sufficient to close the valve 

produces the deflecting field. To do this, it is only which interrupts the current through L, when the 

necessary to place the solenoid in series with the bat- process begins over again. The oscillatory current 

‘ through L, opens and closes the valve and the energy 

Ip MM to maintain the oscillations is supplied from L, through 

| ey the mutual inductance M. The period of the oscilla- 

, \ tions is determined by the inductance and capicatance 

| of the secondary circuit. This device has been found 

\ to be a very efficient source of sustained oscillations. 

| k Secondary Emission 

\ This method rests upon the fact that, when a metal 

\ is bombarded by electrons moving wtih sufficient veloc- 

' ity, others, called “secondary electrons” are liberated. 

1 / The necessary speeds of the primary electrons and the 

Oo E = copiousness of the secondary emission depend upon the 

D L metal under bombardment. In some cases, it has been 

i found that, for each primary electron impinging upon 

} a 
' oe mane 
' . 7 
‘ ‘ 

\ Ta 

as 
\ 

om 7] 5 

, NO N “2 i E a 

Fic. 5. Retarion BerweEN PLATE CURRENT AND VOLT- i { 4 | 

AGE AppLtep. For small voltages the plate current ath: 

increases with voltage, but as soon as the imping- J 

ing electrons arrive with sufficient velocity, second- ‘ 

ary emission from the plate occurs. 

teries furnishing the potential difference between fila- * Hs | : 

ment and plate. When the key is closed, the current . E 

rises until the critical field is established when no elec- 

trons can reach the plate. The current then ceases eo 

and the magnetic field is withdrawn, which opens the ‘ , 

valve, allowing a current again to flow and the process — |** 

is repeated. The current is thus interrupted, the fre- . : 

quency of interruption depending upon the plate po- : . 

tential and the electrical constants of the circuit. eae est 

An arrangement by which a magnetron may be used : » 

to generate sustained oscillations is shown in Figure : pe : 

3. A tube with its cylindrical plate and axial filament s “ ye 

is indicated as surrounded by three coils, W,, W,, and ‘ 13587 i é 

L,. Current from the battery B flows to the plate and 

thence through the space to the filament. That js. elec. Fic. 6. A 100 K. W. WESTERN Evecrric Power Tune. 

trons move out from filament to plate. The current The filament requires a current of gr amperes to 

then flows out of the filament through the coil L,, then heat it. 

through the deflecting coils W, and W, and back to a metal, as many as twenty secondary clectrons may be 

the battery. The deflecting coils are so designed that expelled. 

when carrying the normal plate current their field is This effect has been utilized by Hull' to construct an 

not quite sufficient to close the valve. A second cir- §——_____ 

cuit, consisting of the coils L, and L, and the con- 1A. W. Hull, Phys. Review, Vol. 7, Page 1, 1916.
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electron tube called the “Dynatron” with controllable obtained. This is evident, for, in the interval between space current. It consists of a three element tube sim- © and M', the voltage on the plate increases less rap- ilar to the pliotron except that the finely meshed grid is idly than the changes produced by shifting C because of replaced by a metallic plate with relatively large per- the drop due to the increasing current through the re- forations. The action may be understood by reference sistance. But between M? and N! the plate voltage to Vigure 4 in which the filament, grid and plate are changes more rapidly than that in C since the plate cur- represented by I*, G and P respectively. Let us sup- rent is decreasing in this interval. 
pose that the connections to the external circuits are as If now a suitable resistance is introduced in the 
indicated, and that the movable contact C is at the plate circuit, as explained above, and the voltage is ad- 
negative end of the battery B. The plate then is at justed so that the tube is operating at an appropriate the same potential as the filament and an electron emit- point on the steep part of the characteristic curve, then 
ted by the filament at a point opposite the orifice in G a small additional voltage introduced in this circuit pro- is accelerated toward the right and passes through the duces a relatively large change in current. The tube opening with a high velocity. Since P is at the same may then serve as an amplifier. Again, if an induc- potential as the filament the electron is retarded between tance, shunted by a condenser, is introduced in the 
G and P and arrives at P with zero velocity. It is then plate circuit, continuous oscillations may be maintained. accelerated back toward G, passes through the opening The action here is similar to that of the Poulsen arc and is again brought to rest at F. If nothing were to which also possesses a characteristic with a negative 
interfere, it would oscillate back and forth at a fre- slope. Its operation is, however, much more stable quency depending upon the distance between F and P than that of the arc, since it does not depend upon and the potential of G. If, however, the contact C is gaseous ionization for its source of electrons. The con- 
moved to the right, the retarding potential beween P denser may consist of an antenna and ground, in which and G is less than the accelerating potential between F case the tube serves as a means of converting direct and G, and electrons strike P with a definite velocity current energy into that of electromagnetic waves. 
and, entering it, produce a current which may be meas- Hull has also introduced a fourth electrode itr the 
ured by the ammeter A. form of an ordinary grid between the perforated elec- The relation between the plate current and the volt- trode and filament and found that by changing its volt- age applied to it is shown by the solid curve of Figure age, the amplitude of the oscillations may be controlled. 
5. For small voltages, the plate current increases with If voice frequency variations of voltage are applied . to voltage, but, as soon as the impinging electrons arrive _ this grid, the tube then performs the double function of with sufficient velocity, secondary emission from the oscillator and modulator in a radiophone transmitter. plate occurs. These secondary electrons are drawn to- Whe nthus equipped with a fourth electrode the device ward G, many of them entering it. The current to P is called a “Pliodynatron”. 
is equal to the difference between the primary electrons Probably the two most important developments in arriving and the secondary electrons leaving it per unit the radio art in the past year are the low filament cur- 
time. With increasing voltage on P, the secondary rent tubes for reception and the high power tubes for emission increases and the plate current decreases until, transmission. The one great difficulty in maintaining a at a voltage indicated by OD, the secondary emission receiving set has hitherto been the annoyance incidental just balances the primary electrons received, and the to maintaining storage batteries for heating the fila- 
plate current is zero. For higher values of plate Po- ments and many have been deterred from installing sets tential, the secondary emission is sufficient to cause a for this reason. Filaments have now been devised 
reversal in the plate current. This effect cannot con- which may be heated by a current of one-quarter of tinue indefinitely, however, for as C is moved further an ampere and may thus be operated on dry cells. The 
toward the right, the potential difference between G life of a dry cell used intermittently for this purpose and DP is decreased and fewer of the secondary elec- is about tooo hours. Some of these tubes require trons reach G. Beyond the point N, the current be- less than 114 volts and thus a single cell suffices. 
comes less negative and at L we again have a condi- Of far greater importance, however, is the high tion in which the primary. and secondary electrons bal- power transmission tube brought out simultaneously by 
ance, giving a zero current. For plate voltages greater the Western Electric and the General Electric Com- than OL, the plate current increases in much the same panies. The ordinary form of electron tube is very manner as in the two element tube. Between M and N definitely limited in its power capacity because of the the filament-plate circuit possesses the remarkable difficulty in dissipating the heat necessarily liberated by property that an increased voltage produces a decreased its operation. A simple calculation shows that, with po- current and vice MGESA. ‘This Is often spoken of aS tentials of only a few thonsand volts, electrons strike the “negative resistance”, since, in a positive resistance, the plate with velocities of many thousand miles per sec- current is proportional to the voltage. The steepness ong and, even though their mass is small, the heat de- of the curve between M and N may be increased by veloped in the plate by their bombardment is consid- the introduction of a resistance in the external circuit erable. Since a high vacuum must be maintained within between C and 2. In this case the curve OM'N'T. is . 

(Continued on page 135)
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TESTS ON THE EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN CONSISTENCY ON THE STRENGTH 

AND WEAR OF CONCRETE FOR ROADS . 

By M. O. WitHEy 

Professor of Mechanics, University of Wisconsin 

Introduction. The proportion of water used in mix- visable to use a well-graded sand of good quality in part 

ing a batch of concrete bears a very important relation of the specimens, and a fine-grained sand of poor grad- 

to a number of properties. It affects (1) the time re- ing in the remainder. The coarse aggregates selected 

quired to produce a uniformly mixed batch; (2) the were Janesville gravel, crushed Lannon dolomite, and 

flowability in chuting devices; (3) the spreading or crushed Lohrville granite. The gradings, the specific 

working quality in the forms; (4) the uniformity of . 

the set mass of concrete. The proportion of water “| | CLEFT 
: : . fig/ 

caught in the concrete when it sets materially affects the NN , = | | | | z 

density, porosity, permeability to water, strength, and SIR | B2ri tt i tit 

aauteranae abrasi “Coneicteney’? 4 cen . X\eoo JA 
resistance to abrasion. Consistency is a term rather aN iy |_| 

loosely applied to cover one or more of the following ats xf Pe | tal 

meanings: ‘The degree of rigidity or fluidity, the de- Ve r7] | Dee TY Tl i 

ree flowabili rorkabili hich NS 24 | A = 
gree of flowability, or the degree of workability which Ss let oe fs 

is inherent in the fresh concrete. ‘Ss Bea eee 

The rather startling results of researches by Abrams awe} i tt tt tt tl 

at Lewis Institute,* and others, on the effects of con- ore z i 3 a "5 

sistency on strength and wear have led to considerable Slump im laches in 4°»8/*42" Conical Frustum 

aoitati : : er mixes in 6 iS 40 7. 
agitation for the use of drier mixes in concrete con- YT] | L.A [I Fig2 

struction. Mixes of maximum strength are of such fat hie 

stiff consistency that they require very much more \J& | | beter Fe] | ft | | 
. . ae 7 . Rag} se 

labor to place and finish in a road than do the mixes of oS FAG Zeee 

somewhat greater plasticity. Therefore a knowledge of SS # sy “ 

the relative workability, strength, and wearing qualities le rT | LLL Pee 

of road mixes, varying in consistency from that which § & 28 Ld 
Fe asl . : ; SS Lao | 
is stiff enough to produce maximum strength to a con- Ss a 

sistency which will flow into place, is of much value. le~!| | | | ttt tt i 

In order to secure such information with regard to aus ~ 2 4 6 a 70 

mixes used in road construction, the Wisconsin Highway hy Slump in Inches in_6"*12" Cylinder ate 

Commission had a series of tests on 78 small slabs and TT TLL | [be 

a like number of compression cylinders made in the Ma- | 1A 

——— re pel | | ee SIE 0} = r_| 
TABLE 1 RSIS | pr 

Physical Properties SR — aT _| é BO 

Sands and Coarse Aggregates % rt || LL | LA. KLY 

Coarse aggregate in each case consisted of 1:1:2 propor- Sls a8} ae. Janes.5a4. GI. 
* b. t € No.1 (% i us No. 2 i Ve TI gr x Univ. 0 & Janes.G/ 

tions (by w' -) of No. 1 (% in. to % in.), No. 2 (% in. N 8 | | | Ltt | 0 Janes.Sa& Lannon ba 
to % in.), and No. 3 (% in. to 1% in.) material. SS aod oa Univ Od& Lannon Da 

SS Ld % Jones Sa’ Lohrville Or 
AGGREGATE FINENESS MODULUS on | 4H 2 Univ.5d& Lohrrille Gr 

% coarser than re aa rer or _i40. 160 "780 200 220, 240. | 
Sieve No. fy ar be see “(by aL) ‘Relative Flowability” as measured by the “Flow Table 

4 2 ©6100 ed gti 

vey yee msi U, sa, weights, and the fineness moduli for the individual ag- 

Janesville gregates and the different mixtures of aggregate are 
Sand ...-. 8.0 55.2 984 35 1185 31 -- ---- °. ‘ 

University given in Table 1. 

Feeie” o 7.6 98.0 ---- 104.0 0 1.6 ---- ---- It should be noted, in connection with these aggre- 

Gravel -..100 100 100 0 103.1 T4 5.75 529 gates, that there is a wide range in the hardess of the 

Lannon “02 ¢ Q svi avel a La lo- 
Dolemits 0G | 0G | THO 0 9st) T4566 Bag COATSE aggregate, the Janesville gravel and Lannon dolk 

Lohrville mite being of fair hardness and toughness, whereas the 

Granite: nHD] 300 300 ° 92.3 74 5.62 512 7 ohrville granite was much harder than either of the 
ee — ‘ 

. neste 1s . : bs should also be noted that the grading of 
terials Testing Laboratory of the University of Wis- former. It should also be me 8 8 

‘ ‘ the coarse aggregate was kept constant in all tests, but 
consin during the summer of 1920. I Li f tl xed vevate: varied! somewhat. iit 

. a. : ‘ ora o a ate varied somewha 
Materials. For these tests, it was considered ad- We Stacing OF the mixed ageres: nied 

the different sets of specimens, as indicated by the 

*See bulletins Nos. 1, 2, 5, and 8 of the Structural Ma- values of the fineness modulus tabulated in the columns 

terials Laboratory, Lewis Institute, Chicago. at the right of Table 1.
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Method for Making Specimens. It was decided to ing qualities would be varied through the range likely 
adopt a slump of 34-inch for the basis of all consistency to be used in road construction. 
determinations, as determined in tests in a 6x12-in. cyl- Four methods were employed for measuring the con- 
inder, After having determined the probable amount of sistency : 
water to produce this consistency with a given set of (1) By the slump of a freshly-molded 6x12-in. cyl- 
materials, three wetter consistencies were arbitrarily de- inder. 
termined by increasing the water required for the 34-in. (2) By the slump of a freshly-molded conical frus- 
slump by 5%, 10%, and 20%. By this procedure, it trum 4 in. in diameter at the top, 8 ins in diameter at 
was felt that the fluidity of the concrete and its work- the bottom, and 12 in. high. 

Resutts of Tests To Ascertain THE Errect oF VARIATIONS 

IN CONSISTENCY ON THE ABRasive RESISTANCE 
é + | AND OTRENGTH oF I! 2:32 ConcRETE 

Mix was [°2°3F ¢ by vol) Coarse aggregate in each case consisted of a /*/*2 
mixture (by weight) of NoJ/ (4 toF in}, No.2 (# to #im), and No (# so /4in) material 
Js = Janesville sand; JIG = Janesville gravel ; U = University sand; L=Lannon dolomite; 
LG = Lohrville granite. 

Rattler was loaded with 6 slabs and dumm ry forming inner lining of barrel of rattler, and 
@ charge of /50 /b of small and 50 1b. of large cast iron shot standardized for paving brick feshs. 
Charge was given /800 revolutions in clockwise ana 1800 revolutions in counter-clockwise rotation af 
80 rpm Slabs rattled at 28 days were retested at 90 days and then broken in cross-bending, 

J consistency Dara] [Test at 26 Dave [Test at 90 Davs 
Spec No. | Aggregate | Per cert] w/e | Slump by\Slump by] Sine of | Relative | Vol Cem |Ave compresswe| Ave, Loss of | Ave Loss of |Ave modulus 

¥ Water Koy vol)| 6°x12"|4x8x12'\angle of lowabslity| Vol Concr| strength Weight in Weight in | of rupture 
& g cylinder) frustum| repose (%) rattler rottler « [s Gn) | (ir) _\ot chutel (o[ sgn.) 2) (%) (16/397) [2 fe [sla se a 8 re 5 

c/-C3 |Js |JG | 65 |07/8 | 0.75 | 0.25 | 047 154 | 0.2/0| 34/5 6.77 4./6 783 
C4-C6E 6.8 |0.75/ LT75 O75 OAZ 1641] 0.207| 3340 6.75 4,52 874 
c7-Cc2 715 |0.790) 6.25 | 9.75 O44 /28| 0.208 2876 TAT 4.77 209 
Cl0-Ccl2 78 |0864| 850 LTS 040 Z23| 0208 2964 2.3/ 4.85 648 

Ave, 3749 7.48 458 854 

C13-CIS| U |JIG 60 |0860 | 0.75 | 025 0.46 164 | 02/0 2225 BH //.80 ** 6.57 6465 
Cl ~CI8 8.4 |0.903 450 0.75 0.44 200 | 0.2/2 2076 ** 10.48 ** 3.26 64/ C19 -C2I 8.8 |0945 | 6.00 | 250 | 044] 244] az/2| 2/05 "*| 10.07 **| 737 54/8 Ce2z~-C24 9.6 |/03Z | 00 | 6.25 | 043| 266] 02/0 |_/646 ** | /0.40"" 7A 592 99 

Ave. 200/ 10.62 675 605 

C25 C27\Js | L | 6.7 10700] 075 | 025] 047| /58| 0224) 3082 "" 6./0 4.3/ 250 C28 C30 7.0 |a73/ | 425 | 050 | 043| 179 | o224| 2559 °"" 6.25 4.4/ 986 C3! 633 74 |0772 | 525 | 225 | 0.43] 196] 0O220| 2595" 6.7/ 4.27 213 634 C36 8.0 |0835 | 725 | 550 | 044| 225 | a222|_ 2/65 ** 723 4.79 856 
Ave, 2600 6.57 4.62 226 

C37 -C€39| U ZL 8.4 |0854 | 0.75 0.50 0.47 /67 | 0223 ZZS5/ 8.23 6.50 658 C40 - C42 8.8 |089s| 1.75 | 450 | 042| 194 | 0223| 2256 ** 8.8/ 6.36 677 99 C43 - C45 2.25 |0.940| 500 | 750 | 043 | zz9 | oz23| /939 "* 8.5/ 6.94 6/4. 
C46-C48 10.1 1025 | 7.50 3.50 OAS 254 | 0225 12 TO ** 10.16 TLS 52789 

Ave, 2/04 8.93 6.74 647 

C49-CS/|Js |LG 7.0 |0.7Z/ | O75 0.50 0.44 167 | Q222 3/07 S77 Z.2Z/ 782 C52 -C54 73510756 | 250 | 400 | 045 | 179 | 0220| 3232 5.96 27/ 758 
C55 -CS57 77 10.794) 5.25 £25. OAE Z04 | 0,220 2477 6.9/ 2.60 783 C58 - C60 6.4 |0866 | 8.00 | 5.00 | 047 | 23/ | 0220] z/42 752 BIT 707 

Ave. 2764 6.56 267 752° 

C6/-C63|U |L6 | 8.4 |084/] 075 | 050 | 047] 144] ozza| 23/6 B/Z 373 5829 C64-C66 88 |088/ | 150 | 425 | 044| s92]| Oz24a| z2z77 2.00 328/ 577 
C67-C69 2.25 |0278 | $50 Z.75 0.42 ZZ7 O.22Z 1967 8.29 4/3 508 98 C70-C72 0.1 |Lolz | 800 | 6.00 | 044| 258 | Ozzz2|_/769 2.52 448 40398 

Ave, 208z 6.9/ [404 | 5/9; 
* Lach valve im columns 6.7&8 represents 3 fests; those in column 2 one fest 
£ One result only BS Ave of Z fests. “* Tests duplicated -ave. of 6 resu//s
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- (3) By determining the sine of the angle with the ratio of water to cement (by volume) than the measure- 

horizontal of a galvanized iron plane 25 in. long and ments gotten from any of the other methods. Doubtless 

16 in. wide when the plane carrying a freshly-molded the results would have been still more uniform if three 

6x6-in. cylindrical mass of concrete was tilted until trials by the flow table had been made on each mix, as 

the concrete began to slide down the plane. e] [lt 7 

(4) By a flow table similar to that used by the > h 

United States Bureau of Standards. The flow table is N P| ke | ttt 

provided with a metal top 30 in. in diameter, supported Had Q * | <% Ss 

at the center by a vertical steel shaft which is connected ~ rt iN Sel Tt 

to a cam in such a manner that the table may be grad- x 2 hos 

ually raised 1% in. and suddenly dropped from this > P| tL els fo | 

height. In making a test with this appartus, a conical Rec00 —_- ao P 

frustrum of fresh concrete 8 in. in diameter at the top, © FT TELL re 

12 in. in diameter at the bottom, and 6 in. high is & REY 

molded in the center of the table. It is then given 15 38 e Vanes.Sd & Gl Ft td 

drops, and measurements are made of the new diameter & x Univ. Sa & Janes. G/ 

of the mass of concrete. The ratio of the average di- & 6 ee ee Pao ie r | tl 

ameter, after test, to the initial diameter, 12 in., ex- U @ Janes.8a& Lohrville Gr ri | il 

pressed in per cent is called the relative flowability. a Univ Sa & Lohrville Gr 

‘Three abrasion slabs, 4% in. deep, 8 in. wide, and 'y PT] LIL | [9 

19% in. long, and three 6x12-in. compression cylinders ‘Sino “ 

were made of each consistency and of each set of ag- fT Pi oN | Tt 

gregates. These specimens were molded one at a time, Séo0) pi 

on different days, so that the averages include varia~ & Pt Poe TT 

tions due to personal equation of the operator and dif- 6c a a 

ferences in conditions in thé laboratory on these days. “§ Ft | td oN 

The materials required to make a slab and a cylinder 94 r 

were thoroughly mixed by hand in a small mixing tray ; 8 PE EEE LE 

the cylinder mold was filled with three equal portions ye 

of concrete which were puddled as the individual layers = Pitty ett tl 

were placed by 25 strokes from a 14-in. steel rod. The rT TT] I | i eel 

slab mold was completely filled, the sides surfaced with g 

a mason’s trowel and the top screened with a wooden @ REE EEE 

straight edge. After standing approximately one-half g 72 3 

hour, the tops of both cylinders and the slabs were 4 | | | fl rtf 

smoothed with a few strokes of a steel trowel. By this = fe la<# 

procedure, it is evident that more or less of the excess 8 rf | [| eet fF | | 

water was removed from the tops of the specimens of & 6 Sr ea! 

the wetter consistencies. It should be noted, however, > | | le bes ri tt i 

that such procedure produces effects similar to the roll- S 6 o- at 

ing and belting operation used to finish the surface of 8 Y | tt | rt tt 

a concrete road. After the cylinders had stood for v4 

four to five hours, they were capped with a thin coat of $ PT] tte LL 

neat cement. The caps were leveled by means of small Ve 

es of as tity yy tT 
Curing. After remaining one day in the molds, all 2 

specimens were placed in the moist closet. The slabs g F | | g 

were removed when 24 days old, and stored 3 days in 8 | || rete te 

the hall before they were given the initial wear test. x 8 

The cylinders were removed at the end of 28 days. 8 | [| PT bl ae | 

They were then measured, weighed, and tested. After 6 |_| 

the 28-day wear tests, the slabs were placed out of \ YT Lobel el] bt | 

doors in a cage where they cured under atmospheric x 4 g + Ze | ‘ b 

conditions until 90 days old, when they were again rat- g | ted Te] | tt 

tled and then subjected to the cross bending test. & 2 g a 

Results of Tests. The consistency data given in \ Pry] Et | te 

Table 2 and Fig. 1, 2, and 3 plotted from this data, & o 27 aa 25 Zo 

show that the relative flowability gotten from the flow 4% Volyme of Water 

table measurements varies more uniformly with the - Volume of Cement
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was the case in other methods of measurement. Consid- modulus of rupture, follows a law quite similar to that 
ering the results obtained on all concretes, it appears for compressive strength, as may be seen by comparing 
that slump, when measured by the cylinder, varies in a the curves in Fig. 4 and 5. It should be noted, how- 
more regular manner with the water-ratio than when ever, that the groups of specimens made from any one 
measured by the conical frustrum. The changes in aggregate do not obey the general law so closely; that, 
slump produced by constant increments in water-ratio in general, there is less difference between the average 
are, however, much greater for ranges insslump between — transverse strength of the driest and wettest batches 
2 in. and 6 in. than for ranges above or below these made from any one set of aggregates than is indicated 
limits. by the curve of averages for all specimens. In consid- 

In the tests with the inclined plane, it was observed ering these data, it should be noted that the slabs were 
that conerete of the drier consistencies slid when the tested with the worn side uppermost, and that in this 
chute was inclined as noted in Column 8, Table 2,— position the upper fibres were under compressive stress. 
whereas, for the wetter consistencies, it flowed down the The superiority of the specimens made with Lannon 
chute. Measurements of the angle of repose with a dolomite in transverse strength is noteworthy. This 
smooth inclined plane appear to be of no value in de- superiority is attributed to the combination of good 
termining variations in the consistency of concrete. bond between the stone particles and the mortar and 

From the data in Column to of Table 2, it will be to the high transverse strength of the stone particles. 
noted that the cement contents of the set concretes The resistance of the various mixes to wear is indi- 
were not influenced by variations in consistency, but cated in columns 12 and 13 of the table and in Fig. 
that the stone concretes contained approximately 5 per 6 and 7. These data are also in agreement with those 
cent more cement than those made with gravel. The those of Abrams in regard to the general relation of 
range in the ratio of cement to concrete, by volume, was water-ratio to wear. Again, it should be noted, how- 
0.207 to 0.225, or 1.40 to 1.52 barrels of cement per ever, that the effects of variations in the water-ratio 
cu. vd. of concrete. on wear are not uniformly the same in the mixes made 

Considering variations in the compressive strength of with different sets of aggregates. The effects are pro- 
conerete (Column 11, Table 2), made from the same portionately less pronounced in the mixes containing 
aggregates but varying in consistency, it will be ob- university sand than in those containing Janesville 
served that the strength decreases more or less regu- sand. ‘This discrepancy is especially noticeable in the 
larly with the ratio of water to cement; but the magni- mixes of university sand and Janesville gravel. The 
tude of the effect of increases in the water-ratio is quite results of duplicate sets of tests on these mixes failed 
different with different sets of aggregates. It seems to disclose agreement with the general law in either set 
likely that the latter discrepancies are partly due to the of results or in the average of the two sets of results, 
greater ease with which the mixes containing univer- which is given in the table. On the other hand, the 
sity sand and those containing gravel were compacted. wear was much greater in specimens of university sand. 
Under the same amount of puddling, more water was than with specimens of like consistency and coarse ag- 
removed from the wetter mixes made from these aggre-  gregate made with Janesville sand. At the 28-day 
gates than from the harsher working concretes, and period, the excessive wear of the mortars made of uni- 
consequently the variation in strength would be less versity sand caused marked unevenness in the wear of 
in the former than in the latter. From Fig. 4, in which _ specimens containing these mortars. This was especially 
the average compressive strength of every mix is plotted noted in the mixes containing granite and university 
against the values of the water ratio (x), it appears that sand. Again, at 90 days, the wear of the slabs con- 
the general law S = A, brought out by Abrams, holds taining university sand was much less uniform than in 

“BY those containing Janesville sand. The specimens con- 
true over the range of these tests. The values of the taining granite, however, wore much more evenly at 
constants .\ and B for these tests, due to conditions in this age than at 28 days. Attention is directed to the 
aggregates, cement, curing conditions, and methods of low wear in the mixes containing granite when tested 
working, differ from the constants in the equation which at the 28-day period. The wearing resistance at the he derived for gravel and sand mixes. go-day period for the same mixes is very markedly su- 

It will also be noted that the average strengths of all Perior to mixes of similar consistency and fine aggre- 
mixes of Janesville gravel is somewhat superior to the sate but differing in coarse aggregate. 
average strength of all stone mixes. This is due partly Considering the effect of the substitution of a fine- 
to the better grading (higher fineness modulus—see grained sand like university sand for a well-graded 
Table 1), and partly to the fact that less mixing water sand like Janesville sand, it is apparent that the mixes 
was required by these mixes to get the same consistency, made with the fine sand require much more water than 
With gravel containing very smooth particles, it is prob- those made with the well-graded Janesville sand, in 
able that the above mentioned advantages would be order that the same consistency may obtain in both 
more than offset by the lack of surface adhesion be- classes of mixes, The necessity of using higher water- 
tween the particles and the mortar. ratio with concretes made of fine sands is the principal 

The transverse strength, which is measured by the (Continued on page 186)
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FINANCING A COLLEGE EDUCATION 

By Lewis H. Kess_er 

Instructor in Hydraulic Engineering, University of Wisconsin 

Is a college course worth the financial sacrifice it en- desire a technical education and are willing to sacrifice 

tails? Can I afford to go to college? Have these ques- some things to gain it. These records, when presented 
tions been overheard by you, asked of you, or are you before several boys who were afraid to tackle the fi- 

even now asking them of yourself, your friends, or nancial problems so closely related to a technical edu- 

Dad? cation made them resolve to try to go thru college, and 

They were the questions asked by the writer in the right now one is making good at Wisconsin in his Frosh 

fall of 1918, the answers to which were to determine year. 

one of the most important decisions of his life. No one Perhaps others will be encouraged to analyze their 

seemed qualified to answer four years’ work along sim- pit sy 
them. ‘Those who ight “ ilar lines for the benefit of 

Ht a w mien The problem of financing the coveted col- Mag lmes for ae oe 
have ventured to reply had 3 ‘ 5 men who will make good 

: lege education worries many a high school " 
been to college in those A : aa ais engineers and loyal sons of 

senior of high ambitions but limited means. ae . 
days when expenses were St. Pat. 

° He learns that he must expect to spend about . - 
about $250 a year. The : What One Student Earned 

‘ $3600 during the four years of college, be- ~ 
library showed a dearth of : : é : : and Spent 
‘ : ‘ ; sides foregoing the earnings he might have if . 
information on this subject, ‘ . In 1918, after being re- 

he went to work at some job, and is quite i os 
and college catalogs left these i ; leased from active service in 

: likely to decide that the total cost of an edu- + " + 
questions to be answered wae: em. cane the Navy with about $roo 

cation is nine or ten thousand dollars and 3 : : 
from a small table headed — : . in his pocket and a_ suit 
a is that it is much too expensive for him. Mr. . : 
Probable Expenses”, from ¥ * : slightly outgrown, the writer 

i a : Kessler’s analysis of the problem makes it ge 
which is was extremely dif- " 3 decided to complete the four 

. evident that, so far as the accumulation of . 
ficult for a high school sen- i years’ college work eventu- 
. wealth is concerned, at the end of his four . ‘ 
ior to draw sound conclu- ‘ ally leading to a degree of 

‘ years’ course, the man who goes to college is ° si Saag a 
sions. Much was learned : Bachelor of Science in Civil 

‘ i not so far behind the man who goes to work . ‘ : 
through chats with friends ‘ : Engineering. He figured that 

as is commonly believed. . . 
as to the value of an edu- it would take all of his ef- 

cation and the engineering forts to do just this one 

press at that time gave splendid articles that would thing and anything he did in the summer might make or 

inspire any boy who had been planning for four break the next year at college. He did not look upon 

years to make engineering his life work. It was this college as four periods of nine months each with an 

inspiration, along with the inherent desire to be- intervening three months of rest and relaxation; it 

come an engineer some day, that pointed the way to was to be a steady four-year pull. So his expense 

college. After four years of college, the writer in account has been carefully kept from September 8, 

turn was asked these questions by boys who were try- 1918 to July 8, 1922, inclusive, to determine what his 

ing to decide whether to go to college and enter tech- college course actually cost him in money. The figures 

nical courses, or go to work. The deciding factor with herein presented refer to these forty-six months. You 

the inquirers was the cost in dollars and cents; and, will note the words “carefully kept”. To the best of 

readers, it has been the observation of the writer that the writer’s knowledge and belief, his expense account 

cost is the deciding factor in many a young fellow’s is correct; at the utmost it could not be more than $2.00 

decision to enter or not to enter the technical courses of in error. It was kept accurately in order to reveal to 

our universities. Dad and to friends that a college education can be con- 

It was with considerable satisfaction that the writer sidered a financially sound proposition and, incidentally, 

could give his dad, and the home town boys who came 4” excellent investment. 

to him, definite financial information drawn from his Here are the facts: The 46 months cost $3791.39. 

own experience, and to a considerable degree point the At the end of the Summer Survey Camp, July 8, 1922, 

way to a college education; that he could show how the inventory of the writer’s property amounted to 

four years of college could be accomplished and still about $1043. (The insurance company offered to in- 

leave a man almost as far ahead financially as though sure it for $1000.) The property was in every way es- 

he had gone to work. The writer does not wish to be — sential to living and nothing had been accumulated that 

mistinderstood on this point; he is not trying to prove would not be of value in the chosen profession. Let 

that going to college is a financially desirable undertak- us see how the writer obtained the $3,791.39. He had 

ing for everybody—each individual must determine that $roo to begin with; he earned $2,061.29, or 54.5% of 

for himself; but he does wish to offer the record of his total expenses, during the months he attended col- 

his own college fiances as encouragement to those who (Continued on page 124)
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| - EDITORIALS - | 
tw DLE Ed PD PEE POTEET TE rH 

ARTICLES FOR “Oh, yes,” says the person who is PROTECTING YOUR Sarah Bernhardt ended a brilliant 
THE ENGINEERING a : . FRIENDS THROUGH . : COLLEGE not a student in an engineering JNgURANCE career deeply in debt; people who 
MAGAZINES college, “our university publishes served her and trusted her are fac- 
an engineering college magazine, but it is too technical ing the possibility of serious losses. She was a great 
for the ordinary reader.” artist and many idiosyncrasies that would condemn the 
The ideal common are 

magazine that ah es oe SF ait forgiven in her 
is published by |4 Aa Leeds eee because she was 
technical stu- [QM al Fe ane mes eae an artist. Nev- 
dents is not in- : ~ ey Lane satin uo ertheless, our 
tended for out- bf a Aa Weer a ro 5 ae mind reverts to 
side readers, | OO Oa Ue Ae ‘ os % 4 BN § another artistic 
The material it reat er, L AN 52 b. soul — Mark 
presents is of a \ Nacht i a. AN \ - yh Twain — who ve that ap. | ON PENS SO oe ic cen, nature that ap he ¥ BIA Fe sos eee \ ; Up spent the even 
peals largely to ‘ <G~yf Pay -\.-% en ‘ eS p ing of his life 
the technical UP em oe ' \ 5 A\% working to pay 
student, but it y™~ nn h ST \ off debts which, 
should not be . pt lax ree ey at. ff: without any es- 

of a nature that  \ 7 NS = aR Sah errs fa! AN , pecial condem- 
would make it ea ee as ee i \ ps WN w, nation from the 
impossible for yo i b Ay | fe ) {i public, he could 
the non-tech- ab a v 8) dae: [Ua UY have evaded. 
nical student to =F _— uf A “a Cig: wen om The act of 

read. The rea- TS SS BN a NS ot Rac Mark Twain 
son for this is wr 99 ==" On = 1S deepened the 
that the student CoS RE @ affection which 
doesn’t care for Americans al- 
the highly spe- , 0 pg, . . ., ready felt for cialized  techni- Lirrez Lizzie—"Leave us at once, or that rough man may be tempted to pick their great 

5 on ma, . : cal reading mat- writer; it has 
ter, Ile wants something that will be fairly easy to been a trait of our people to respect a debt, and to honor 
read: the technical stuff he can find in a thousand and the man who pays his debts. 
one other places. The writer of the article on Financing a College Ed- 

The material must appeal to him. His greatest inter- ucation, which appears in this issue, states that he was 
est lies in science, certainly, and for that reason the ar- in debt several hundred dollars at the end of his col- 
ticles published in his magazines should be about science. lege course. His experience is probably a common one 
But they should be written in simple non-technical lan- in that respect. Friends, relatives, and parents invest 
guage and should not be hidden behind a barricade of much money in young men. What is their security? 
integral signs and involved formulae. They should Of course, the word of the college man is good; he will 
preferably be well illustrated and should always contain pay his debts if he lives and has no bad luck. But sup- 
a strong touch of human interest. pose that he doesn’t live or has bad luck; what becomes 

-\ young engineer who can present his ideas in the of the investment that has been made in him? If he 
language of the day has taken a long step toward has been a thoughtful fellow, the investment will still 
success. One way in which he can learn this method be safe, for it is not difficult to protect it. How? By 

. of expression is by making use of his college magazine insurance. No man who is under financial obligations 
by subnutting articles to the publication. The Wis- to parents or friends should fail to guard his bene- 
consin Engineer always stands ready to accept such ar- factor from loss. It should be a point of honor to carry 
ticles ; indeed, our cup of joy would be full if we could enough insurance to protect one’s friends. 
obtain them in any considerable amount. Since that is ee 
the only kind of an article the majority of readers care No college man is as good as he trices to make his 
for, why not try your hand at one? You will find that professor belicve he is, nor as bad as he tells his girl 
your efforts will be amply repaid. he is. —Jester.
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Why is a used book unlike a used 

car? Because the more you use it, 

the more you can sell it for. 

Books make brains, and the world 

pays high for brain power. 

The bulging dome on the library is 

worth emulating. It marks the way 

to bulging pockets. 

Don’t take our word for it. Ask 

some of the old grads, the men 

who have gone out before you to 

sell their books. 

Published in Some have sold them for more than 

the interest of Elec- others. Why? Just ask. 
trical Development by 

an Institution that will But, you may say, books are not 
be helped . : 

ti what the only thing. You’re right. 

Eadvateg. Still, they help. 

VAViWA a 

“western Electric Company 
| Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment 

Number 26 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write, ,
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THE PAN-AMERI- With over 6500 miles of the pro- THE STUDENT AND WORLD AFFAIRS 
CAN RAILWAY posed 10,116-mile Pan-American (The following has been selected by the Wisconsin Railway completed, and the securing of additional cap- Engineer as the best editorial in the March numbers of ital by South America for the building of railways, it the Engineering College Magazines. It appeared in seems not at all improbable that the project will be com- Tech Enginecring News.) 
pleted, and that part of the traffic between New York For a century and a half the voice of the people has 
and Buenos Aires will be carried by rail. been increasingly the greatest influence in the determina- Of what significance is this undertaking to the en- tion of the policy of the world’s governments. Today gineer, to industry, and to the public in general? What public opinion is easily the dominating factor in every benefits will accrue to the country when this interna- one of the world’s leading nations. 
tional trip may be made in fourteen days instead of This tremendous power that the public holds in its | the twenty now required for the average boat trip? hands is not always a power for good. And if the gov- 

Consider the case of the American consulting engi- erning in the world is to be done wisely, public opinion neer who is doing work both in the United States and must be wisely and thoughtfully formed, 
in South America. To him the saving of twelve days x e * 
on cach trip may mean a thousand dollars earned. lf The college students of today will generally be the 
he makes the trip three times a year, in that period he leaders in all fields of endeavor tomorrow. Upon them, 
cart Save over a month of time, : as such leaders, will fall the burden of controlling the Che business man, whose presence is always neces- : .. Be ‘ wad . ix-day formation of the future public opinion. That they do sary in swinging big foreign deals can save a six-day - . . : : 
delay by boarding a train instead of a steamer. Delays it well and wisely TECESSIEATES their having a knowledge ces waeeeneenae oma somes ot of the facts in the case, it requires them to have some due to storms will be largely avoided. A 

Fruits, which in the past have been sent so unripe as knowledge of the world’s sovernments and af the 
to be almost unfit for food may then be shipped six trend and meaning of current political events. To be 
days later, and will be in better condition when they thus acquainted with world and national politics one i must read the reliable publications of the day. Hence ‘The raitroad awill be the teans of linking United it becomes incumbent upon the present college student 
States and South American interests more closely, a to develop in himself the habit of reading authoritative linking which from many standpoints is desirable. It  @ticles and of forming his opinions only after a consid- 

gs y I . . : ‘ : ‘ill lead to understandings which are not possible when ¢T@tion of all sides of the question, Today this habit 
will leac ig I é . 2 
twenty days of water separate the countries.—r. p. L. may be of little direct value to him, though he no doubt will find it interesting as well as informative, but to- 

oo — . morrow it will enable him to live under a government “While there is a well-defined limit to physical stature, more wisely conducted and more effective in results, ihere is no known pituitary body limiting mental de- 
velopment. Given proper conditions a man should con- a 
tinue lo develop mentally during his whole life. The “It is my constant observation of four engineering 
proper conditions for continued mental growth is the works, employing about 20,000 men, that engineers reach 
primary business of the college or university to supply.” the limit of their usefulness from defects of character, 

—G. W. Munro. rather than from want of technical attainments. Our 
greatest difficulty is to find courage, candor, imagination, 

BROADCASTING Here’s good news for the grad. large vision, and high ambition.’—Col. H. G. Prouty, FOOTBALL GAMES Next fall, when the big football 
games are being played out on Randall field, you will 
not have to sit in suspense, gnawing your finger nails as FELLOWS AND SCHOLARS FOR 1923-24 
you await news of the outcome of the battle. No in- The following men were selected to fill the fellow- 
deed. Instead, you will tune in on WHA and get the ships and scholarships in engineering for next year by 
game red hot,—cheering, band, and all the rest of the the engineering faculty in the meeting of March 26: 
trimmings, for arrangements are being made to broad- Kenneth M. Watson, senior in chemical engineering, fel- 
cast the whole proceedings direct from the field, lowship in chemical engineering; Werner I. Senger, 

The successful broadcasting of the basketball games senior in mechanical engineering, fellowship in mechan- 
this winter shows that such broadcasting is feasible. ical engineering ; Hugo L. Rusch, senior in electrical en- The listener received almost as much of a thrill as gineering, and George F. Corcoran, senior in electrical en- 
though he were present at the contest, The playing of gineering at South Dakota State College, scholarships in 
the band, the referee’s whistle, the applause, the thrilling — electrical engineering ; Henry T. Heald, senior in civil en- 
moments of silence and suspense, the enthusiast’s wild gineering in the State College of Washington, scholarship “Atta boy, Rollie!” all came along with the reporter’s in civil engineering. Senger and Rusch are members of 
running comment on the progress of events. More than the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer. The fellowships five hundred letters commending the broadcast were re- are worth $500 each a year, and the scholarships $250 ceived following the Michigan game. each a year.
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° ALUMUINI INOTEES ¢ 
HA COUT TCOOTCOOACCCCCCO TTOTOITOT TOO I Hr 

CHEMICALS active in alumni work, having been secretary and treasurer 
R. W. Cretney, ch ’21. who has been with the Southern of the University of Wisconsin Alumni Club of Chicago for 

Illinois Gas Company, at Murphysboro, Ill., is with the several years. Although only 32 years of age at the time of . Thermatonic Carbon Company, of Monroe, La., Address: his death, he had attained commendable success in the insur- 
P. O. 1299, Monroe, La. ance business, in which he was engaged as a member of the 

5 é . Se firm of Klee, Rogers, Wile and Loeb. He is survived by his Paul Stimson, ch ’16, is a test engineer with the Inland ife, Mrs. Adell Frankel Wile, hi th Mrs. J h 
Steel Company, at Indiana Harbor, Ind. were ao 4 HE, fig mother, Sirs. Josep: Wile, his sister, Mrs. S. G. Levy, and his infant son Richard. 

CIVILS Edward Schildauer, e '97, EE ’11, who is connected with 
Philip K. Schuyler, ¢ ’21, has recently been put in charge the National Aeronautic Association of the U. S. A., pre- 

of bridge surveys for the North Carolina State Highway dicts Chicago as the center of the future airship routes of 
Commission, with the title of assistant engineer. Address: the world. He recently contributed an article to the U. S. Raleigh, N. Car. He has sent in to the college information Air Service Magazine, on the development of airship trans- 
about openings with that commission, portation and its probabilities for world extension in the 

Rexford Vernon, ¢ 718, heating and ventilating engineer future. 
with the Johnson Service Company, recently successfully Henry Lardner, e’ 93, EE ’95, vice president of the White 
passed examination for appointment as second lieutenant, Engineering Corporation, N. Y. C., is a trustee of the United 
U.S. A. His appointment and assignment to the engineers Engineering Society, which holds in trust the Engineering 
corps of the army has been recommended by Secretary Building on 39th St., which is a headquarters for the Na- 
War Weeks, and the appointment by the President is ex- tional Engineering Societies, and is chairman of the Library 
pected to follow. Board of Engineering Societies Library. 

J. R. Vernon, ¢ 718, has left his position as assistant divi- Walter Schneider, e ’10, is a valuation engineer for the 
sion engineer for the Wisconsin Highway Commission at Ohio Bell Tlephone Company, at Cleveland. 
Lancaster, to enter the employ of the Johnson Service Com- L. E. Rice, e 05, has moved from Scranton, Penn, to New 
pany, at Milwaukee ,who are engaged in the manufacture Jersey, where he is connected with the Atlantic City Electric 
of temperature control systems. Company, 

Robert Parker, ¢ ’16, is a designing engineer with the Day- MECHANICALS 
ton-Moran Company, at Pueblo, Col. T. B. Maxfield, m ’22, has been promoted from the position 

J. F. Kunesh, ¢ ’14, chief Hydrographic Engineer, Republic of student engineer to special assistant, Production Depart- 
of Haiti, will receive mail addressed to him in care of Com- ™ent, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Ad- 
mander A. L. Parsons, Engineer-in-chief, Republic of Haiti, ‘ess: Box 12, R. D. 8. 
Port au Prince, Haiti, via Postmaster, N. Y. C. Bert. H. Puerner, m ’20, in sending his subscription to the 

Paul Paine, ¢ ’14, is a highway engineer with the Minne- WISCONSIN ENGINEER, writes as follows: “I have been 
sota Highway Commission. out here since December in the interests of the Allis Chal- 

Leigh Jerrard, c ’08, Ce ’11, is a civil engineer with the N. mers Company. Am out here on the Mojave Desert, rede- W. R. R. Co., with Headquarters at Winnetka, Ill. signing a plant for the Golden State Portland Cement Com- 
pany. Expect to be out here for several month longer, so 

BLECTRICALS: ek . please start sending the Engineer right now.” : Herbert G. Lindner, e ’21, is in the Transmission Engi- Levi L. Henry, m ’15 writes as follows: “I have been 
neering Department of the Wisconsin Telephone Company, employed by the Detroit Institute of Technology, (Y. M. C. 
at Milwaukee, Wis. Address; 1118 Hayes Ave. A. School) for the past four years. My principal job has 

B.S. Spieth, EE’ 21, instructor in Steam and Gas, is work- been teaching engineering subjects, but for the past two 
ing on the problem of air filtration in cooperation with the years I have also been responsible for the courses of study 
American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, at and the instruction of a new five year co-operative engineer- 
Pittsburg, Penn, ing course leading to the B. S. Degrees in Mechanical, Elec- 

Chase Donaldson, e ’20, formerly appraisal engineer with trical, and Chemical Engineering. 
the American Gas and Electric Company, has resigned to W. C. Epstein, m ’15, superintendent and general manager 
take up the position of investigator of security issues with of the Miami Foundry Company, Miamisburg, Dayton, Ohio, 
Hayden, Stone, and Company, 25 Broad St., N. Y. C. lives at Glenbeck Blvd., Route 16. 

G. L. Bostwick, e ’17, is a sales engineer. Address; 1930 MINERS 
E. 94th St. Cleveland, Ohio. Don V. Slak in °20 ites that he i — 

John A. Hoeveler, e 11, E. E. ’14, electrical engineer of OF a Ranke CMM es Waltes,"thee Me: isi Opening ié.'new : so a branch of the Hayes Wheel Company, in Atlanta, Georgia, the state industrial commission, has been named on a com- ‘lab: Mississippi, Florid d South Caroli terri 
mittee to revise the city electrical code of Madison, by Mayor DOAN A; AMSEISSIDpI, Hlorida, ones 2on arolna as errl- Kittleson. tory. _He says that he and his wife have been making 

Harold Wile, e ’12, died on February 14, 1928 ,as the result 2 preliminary rtip over the territory in a Chevrolet Coupe, 

of injuries received while cranking his automobile, which ™!ing pleasure with business. / was in gear. When in college, Wile was very popular and W. K. Fitch, ME ‘13, has offices at 749 Leader News Build- 
engaged in numerous activities. He won an athletic “W” ing, at Cleveland, Ohio. 
in swimming, was captain of his swimming team, and made Frederick Dorner, m ’05, resides at 548 Milwaukee St. Mil- 
a very good scholastic record. Since his graduation he was waukee, Wis.
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ETHINV LATHE TUNHVOOOUANOOLROOQONCAUOOOEUOUOOCOOUCOUUQOTAOOONRQONENUAEOOOOOAOOAOEOOEEO OTRO ARRAN vA HTT 

° CAMPUS NOWIES » 4 
Se (TTT LTTIUUITOUTUOOTOOODE YOO ULC UEC OUTTA 

Ear L. CALDWELL 

HELLO, EVERYBODY! on Professor Owen. -Oh me, oh my! Paul Bishop, 

Here we are again. How’s the old folks at home? you're a lucky bow-wow. 

and every little thing? Good, we hope, for Campus —E. K. 

wants everybody to make a grand clean-up of this ——— 

year’s orgy. Speed up, Clarence, or the moonlight DID HE ANSWER CORRECTLY? 

nights will come and ruin you. Campus would like to Insrrucror—“In considering this problem, we must 

see the boys have their work well in hand by “The know all of the initial conditions. Lyons, will you 

Merry Month of May”, as one can then sit in the give us the unit weight of this 15-inch, 42-pound I- 

moonlight more comfortably. Campus, in fact, plans to beam?” 

be done with everything except the finals by May the = 

first. Jimmie Woods, of football fame and more recently of 

“Oh, give me the monnlight, the Machine Design Department, has taken a brand 

And give me the girl; new job. It is an appealing one, too. Jimmie is an 

but that’s not really necessary. We are fully equipped efficiency engineer with the L. S. Ayres & Co. de- 

provided it doesn’t rain. N’est-ce pas? partment store of Indianapolis, Ind. Pat Hyland says 

— Jimmie is bound to make good because he doesn’t know 

HOW TO KNOW THEM anything about the business, and hence will be able to 

The civil engineer—squint eyes. tell them a lot. oo , 

The chemical engineer—acid stains on pants. But we fear for Jimmie. Ayres & Co. have more 

‘The electrical engineer—magnetic personality. beautiful Shebas than the Follies—so keep your fingers 

The mechanical engineer—dirty hands. crossed, Sir James. 

The mining engineer—callouses. —__ . 

—Je A. 5: Mr. Stivers—“There is a rock outcrop near the site 

ees of a proposed aqueduct. How can you tell whether the 

Bripce Conrracror—“So you think I ought to give stone is fit for use in the structure ?” : 

that engineer beau of yours a job. Does he know any Tnnmc—“T'd examine the outcrop for weathering 

thing about a bridge? and ask the nearby inhabitants how long the Tock had 

Daventer—“Oh yes, Daddy; he’s a bridge expert. outcropped. From this the rate of weathering could 

Last night he won four dollars and eleven cents.” be found.” 

—C. P. aes 

— R. E. Purner of the Machine Design Department has 

It has been decided that the great snow-ball fight been batting 1000% in the Hospital League. It seems 

between the lawyers and the engineers shall take its that Purner’s appendix resisted breaking off its old home 

name from the fact that the lawyers were defeated ties, and set up such a commotion as to put Purner 

and were forced to leave the field in a hurry. Let it down for extra bed duty. Purner reports, though, that 

be known henceforth as the Battle of Bull Run. things are functioning “better and better”, and we hope 

—C. P. to see him about the time you read this. 

K. J. King, M. E. 4, has taken Jimmie Woods’ place SUMMER WORKING, SOME ARE NOT 

in the Machine Design Department. First Commerce Srupe—“What are you going to do 

— this summer ?” 

AND THE WORST SHALL BE LAST Second Commerce Stupe—“I have a position in 

Proressor Mrav (Explaining abou tthe Dayton flood) father’s office. And you?” a 

— Besides the 4oo people that were killed and the 1690 First C. S.—‘Oh, I don’t expect to do anything 

horses that were drowned in the streets, 1200 Stude- either.” 

baker pianos were destroyed.” 
—Z. Jj. 

Imagine having a pretty girl for a surveying partner. A new material of construction having peculiar prop- 

Imagine sitting under a tree with her on these lovely erties has recently been developed. If a test specimen 

spring afternoons, fudging notes, and putting one over be placed in tension, the piece gets shorter instead of
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Teaching Engineeri Real Man’s Work 
“Why are you satisfied to spend your days The teacher honors himself in the usefulness 

here when you might be doing bigger and more __ of his students. And the teacher of engineering, 
remunerative work with us?” The speaker was _ especially. His laboratory and his materials are 
the Vice President of a big corporation, and he in the minds of men. He shows them the right 
was addressing a great chemist. and constructive use of the senses and the 

The man to whom he spoke looked from his | ™emory in securing and storing information. 

study window out over a well-loved campus for He trains the judgment and the will to analyze 
several moments before he replied. Finally his and to decide. Little by little he develops the will 
answer came, “I guess it’s because I am more _ todo, the ability to turn decision into accomplish- 
interested in helping to make men than I would ‘ment, the quality that always marks the successful 
be in just making things.” engineer, who is a man who gets things done. 

This thing of building men is one of the most Westinghouse, and every engineering business, 

fascinating vocations known. The pleasure that must acknowledge a deep obligation to those 

grows out of watching men develop, out of seeing —_ teachers whose training and interest have been an 
them make effective use of the fundamentals that —_ inspiration and asurefoundation for the individual 
have been so carefully given them to use—it is _ successes that are constantly being recorded. And 
doubtful if there can be any pleasure much nothing that men or events may do can deprive 
deeper or more satisfying. the teacher of his rightful share of such triumphs! 

Westinghouse (W 
{ ESTINGHOUSE 

ACHIEVEMENT & OPPORTUNITY \— 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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longer. Several large buildings in Milwaukee are in- BAR RATS SEEK THEIR HOLES 
corporating this material. (By our War Correspondent who served at the Front) 

At this juncture you, the victim, should feverishly When the ground-hog, on February 2, saw his shadow, 
yell “What is it?” and I, in leaving, will say “a cigar- he broke his neck and the U. S. Submarine corps’ sub- 

ette.”” mergence record in an endeavor to get back into his 

: —- hole; but the ground hog was as slow as a Madison 

GALCULUS YELL street car at 6 p. m. when compared with the alacrity 

E to the X, dx, dx, displayed by the bar rats in their mad endeavor to get 

E to the X, dx, dx, into the law shop after trying to stop the onslaught of 

E to the X, E to the X, attacking plumbers, Wednesday morning, March 21. 

- Rho, Theta. —Colorado Engineer. After having formally issued a challenge in the Daily 

-_— Cardinal to our shyster neighbors for a snowball fight, 

WE WOULD LIKE TO MEET HER! the prides of St. Patrick lined themselves twenty deep 

The Daily Cardinal says the He-man’s club com- in the middle of the upper campus at the appointed 

plains that the Co-eds have control of all the campus hour, 9:50 a. m. With two or three feet of snow as 
publications. As far as we know, the fair co-edith who ammunition, a barrage of snow balls was laid down on 

has joined the ranks of the plumbers has not vamped the law shop before the dumbbell inhabitants thereof 

the members of our staff thus far. Please note, ye fully realized that their fortress was in danger. 

Cardinal reporters. With some little hesitation the beseiged Gladstones 

—__ sallied out, but were met with a blood-curdling yell that 

OUR ? CLINIC would have raised hair on a billiard ball. At the sight 

The attitude adopted by the clinic is brilliantly re- of their victims the plumbers gave vent to their fury 

flected in the experience of a Junior FE. E. and snow balls flew thicker than old shoes at a wedding. 

This E. E. was sick, and the doctor’s first words The lawyers were licked to a frazzle; they had no 

were, “What’s the matter with you?” more chance than one of their snowballs would have in 

But the E. E. wasn’t so dumb either, because he — the pyrometry lab. 

piped up: “I don’t know; that’s what I came over to For every law snowball that hit an engineer, enough 

find out!” snow was sent in the other direction to stop a freight 

The clinic has brains and science galore—Hooray— train coming down a mountain side with the brakes 

but—they are as serviceable as a blind, deaf, and dumb off. The benighted laws, thinking that they had run 

life-saver. An appointment at the clinic is as valuable afoul of an Alpine avalanche, crawled into the darkest 

as a tip on the races. You speculate either way, for corner of their shop there to await an awful end. 

the clinic only makes appointments, and does not keep After clearing the whole south side of the upper 

them. If you made a dozen appointments, you might see campus of so-called life, the lords of the campus re- 

a doctor, providing you waited about ten or twelve hours. turned to their classes no more ruffled than if they had 

You must wait, and wait, and wait, and wait; for that just come froma lecture in descriptive geometry. Today 

is the unwritten law of the place. If you need atten- the cripples really need their traditional canes, but 

tion quickly, don’t go to the clinic; your life insurance they don’t spend any time sitting around on their front 

will be paid before they know you are even on the porch waiting for the engineers to give them the razz. 

premises. It is suggested that: a 

1. Since a man requires less of a doctor’s time than WHY BOTHER ABOUT OIL SHALE? 

does a woman, let there be several doctors designated to Professor Rood told his class in Central Stations 

handle men exclusively. about the great quantity of oil absorbed by woolen 

2. The doctors drop the policy of the “student be socks in walking across the oily floors of a central sta- 

. damned”; give service and not condescend it; look at tion. “The stockings become literally saturated with 
an appointment as if they were the patient, and keep it oil due to the capillary action of the soles and the 

as they would if they were the patient. great affinity of the socks for oil,” he said. If you 

3. The doctors stop “horsing” about the place, and are economical and wring out the socks when you get 
do more work. home after walking through an ‘oily’ station you will 

This may seem satirical and cynical, but these words not only obtain a supply of grease for the frying pan, 

are based on the truth as borne out by observation, but also a sufficient quantity of oil for the lubrication 

comment, and comparison, of lawn mower, sewing machine and flivver. 

_ —P. J. B. 

YOU HOLD ME AND PLL HOLD YOU a 

A junior civil designed a form for a concrete retaining OH, WELL, DO IT YOUR OWN WAY, HORACE 

wall without providing for bracing it. Asked how he The economics shark was busily computing percent- 

expected the form to stay in place he explained, “Well, ages, long hand, for a table of statistics. “Say, buddy,” 

I figure that as the concrete is poured in at the top the said his engineer roommate, “why don’t you use my 

forms will be supported by the concrete.” sliderule for that? You could do twice as much
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work.” The mild, blue eyes under the green shade DEFINITIONS FROM AN ENGINEER’S NOTE BOOK 
were raised for a moment. “Quite so, quite so,” came (The following has been selected by the Wisconsin 
the soft answer, “But you see, old dear, I haven’t twice Engineer as the best bit of original (presumably) humor 
as much work to do.” appearing in the March number of the Engineering Col- 

— lege Magazines. The Kansas Engincer gets the credit 
STIFF COURSES - for it and thereby wins the hand-carved, spaghetti cro- 

Of all stiff courses under the sun, chet hook.) 
Reinforced concrete is the stiffest one. Blizzard—The inside of a hen. 

Of all stiff courses under the sun, Oxygen—An eight-sided figure. 
Petrology is the stiffest one. Bonet te gpa omen 

uttress—A nanny goat. 
Of all stiff courses under the sun, Frontispiece—A headlight on a Ford. 
The Medic course is the stiffest one. Furlough—A fur bearing animal. 

De — COME S HoMt Monomaniac—A man with only one wife. 
JC PRICE COMES ME Observatory—A place where flowers are kept. 

In the early hours of dawn, Mrs. Doc Price was Tonsorial Ponies Wier you go to have a tonsils 
awakened by a series of noises: First, the opening of — removed. 

a door, which banged against the stop and shook the Dogmatic—Pertaining to the culture of dogs. 
house; then the cat let out a terrible cry; a chair was 

overturned with a crash; and, finally, the light flashed HYDRAULIC LABORATORY THESIS WORK 
on. “Doce’, she cried, “Is that you? What are you A bee of ine Feary hyaute igati beine 
doing?” Then a voice she knew floated meekly to her fe DUMIDED OL ANEETeSUng) UIRSIS AN eSUge sone aFe Deing 
over the ruins: “Yes, dear, it’s me. I’m sneaking in.” carted. out in the hydraulic laboratory this spring by 

the senior and graduate students. 
FATHER WAS RIGHT Mr. Paul Huntzicker, fellow in hydraulics, is investi- 

In a tired voice, Professor “Pat” Hyland was la- gating the nature of the flow and loss of a where: a 
menting: “Last night, at two o’clock in the morning, stream. flowing a an Open channel or ditch suddenly 
when I was walking up and down on the cold floor in salarges: due tora deepening or widening of the channel. 
my bare fect, with a crying child on each arm, I couldn’t Me. oe Ee Wheeler, scolar in hydraulics, - been 
but remember that father wanted me to be a priest,— onaliting a series of tests on Sraall abel panips anton and | thought | knew better than he did” especially for farm conditions. He has had his equip- 

2 ment in a well about 3 miles west of Madison. 
si HERE SBA 7 3 are Mr, I. R. Haddorff and Mr. Arnold Zander have also 
Saoemenes Bement, sce es te cae been working with an air-lift pump. They have made 

{Ke follow Be lead tie aan?” a series of tests of the pumping equipment of the water- 
Siew Civit—“Oh, they always revolve together: works at Clinton, Wisconsin. One object has been to 

but vt contee it depends upon vhhich way, fe are determine the most economical size of air compressor 
an * ° ° and motor to serve the air-lift pump. 

turning. Mr. Cecil Russell, graduate student, has been study- 
2 EEE pauses 2s q ing the discharge coefficients of overflow weirs which are 

. 7 HAT 2 QU GOT ON HIM. DOC? placed on the wide of a channel. This is a continuation 
orem er es Rinse Sikes. cece oi the me thesis work which he and Mr. Carl 

eG i us : 7 " Lander 1d. 

and Doc Price. Mr. Hugh Kent and Mr. L. T. Sogard are determin- 
Proressor Krywe—“Well, Sherm, you're late.” ing the discharge coefficients for weirs with crests that 
SHERM—“So is Doc.” are inclined at an angle to the horizontal. Such a weir 
Proressor Krnne—‘That doesn’t matter about Doc.” will have varying depths of water over it, a situation 

Suerm—"“Why not?” . that not infrequently happens in practice, but for which 
Proressor Kinne—“Well, we married men have to there is little experimental data. . 

stick together.” —— Mr. W. H. Collins also has an unusual weir problem. 
According to Professor Rood, the vibration in the He is studying the discharge over weirs that have their 

international bridge at Niagara Falls is so great that crests placed at an angle with the direction of flow 
in crossing it, “a horse is not allowed to run faster than in the approach channel. 
a walk.” Mr. J. E. Noran is investigating the loss of head in 

Ba ee standard increaser pipe fittings. He is having to de- 
VOLK INDEXES NEWS RECORD termine the loss in different sizes of pipe as an aux- 

The Engineering News Record announces a Consol- iliary part of the work. 
idated Index of all its articles from 1917-22. The index Mr. O. J. Bandelman is making tests from which he 
is the work of our own Librarian, Professor Fred E. expects to determine the correct coefficients of discharge 

Volk. (Continued on page 133)
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OUR ENGINEER-FISH an air tight defense, the Wisconsin (University) High 
Czerwonky, (pronounce it like the Cz in Czar, the School cinched the title by drubbing the much favored 

C being silent like the “q” in billiards), set a new na- Oshkosh aggregation 26 to 13 in the final game of the 
tional intercollegiate record in the 200-yard breast series. 
stroke event at the intercollegiate swimming meet at The Wisconsin Athletic Review has given a cup to 

Princeton, Saturday evening, the high school association to be known as the Al Knol- 
March 24, when he navigated lin Trophy. This cup is awarded at the annual tourn- 

3 the distance in 2:47 flat. ament to the team displaying the best sportsmanship. 
e = ie Czerwonky, with the ap- Appleton was awarded the trophy this year. 
SS ae? pendage, “Hugo E.”, is a @yM TEAM WINS CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP 

aig ‘ juntor mechanical, and for On March 17, Wisconsin’s gym team took first place 
St ‘ oy ' {> the past two yeats has been in the conference gym meet held at Ohio State. The 
Ee i) “a og ae “ a ee of ve Badger team was composed mainly of veteran gym men; 
3 | s a HAVENS! MALAtOrs: . consistent team work on the part of a well balanced 

7 A f| ‘ast year he copped firsts squad was the reason for the success, rather than the 
: and seconds in the breast- individual work of any particular man. 

4 me} stroke and back-stroke events ; ee we THE CONFERENCE BASKETBALL TIE H. EF. Cetrwonxy this year, together with Cap- . : . 
tain Johnny Bennett, he has With the closing of the Conference basketball race a 

been chiefly responsible for what success the team has te for the championship between Towa and the Badgers, had. The team this year made a creditable showing, the students of both institutions were very much dis- 
taking third in the conference meet, despite the ineli- satisfied and a strong, though futile endeavor was made 
gibility jinx which annually plays havoc with the swim- through the Daily Cardinal toi arrange for a play-off. ming sqtad. As usual, the spowers:that-be did nothing, so while the 

Czerwonky’s only rival is Faircy of Minnesota, but Chicago “Trib puts Towa first on the list with 11 won 

with another year of competition he is expected to be and 1 lost, we disagree and put Wisconsin on top with the equal of the Gopher star, The new college cham- the assurance, yea even the boast, that the Cardinal 
pion was elected captain of next year’s team recently, could swamp the Hawkeyes and here s why: / Indiana 

For his work in the Princeton meet, Czerwonky will beat Towa 23 to 21 and we beat Indiana within ane probably be awarded a major-sport W. next ten days by a score of 35 to 17 which is T4 more 
points than Iowa scored on Indiana. Therefore, we 

SPRING FOOTBALL BEGINS could beat Towa by ten points, allowing a factor of 
With the selection of Jack Ryan, former Dartmouth safety of 4, with no more effort than we beat Indiana: 

star, as head football coach, the job of filling the va- quod est demonstrandum. 
cancy caused by Richards’ departure has at last been a poe 
completed, and the athletic council can sit back, mop HYDRAULIC LABORATORY THESIS WORK 
its brow, and await results. Results seem to be im- (Continued from page 132) 
mediately forthcoming, too, for the new mentor had to use for orifices placed on the end of a p'pe for any 
38 men out for the first time on March 21 to start given ratio or orifice area to pipe area. 
spring training. Setting up exercises and instruction in Mr. Sherman Green and L. A. Schmidt are investigat- 
wrestling for the improvement of stance are being given ing the loss occasioned by a reverse bend in a pipe line. 
the recruits. Kibo Brumm, the terrible line wrecker They find two standard elbows put together to form an 
of the 1921 team, is out after a complete recovery from “S” offer considerably less than twice the resistance to 
injuries sustained in a fall last summer. Kibo is a flow cither one of them do when in the line separately 
junior civil, Mr. K. D. Farwell and T. M. Niles are determining 
STATE HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT _ the banking-up effect on the outside of bends in open 

The Wisconsin State Basketball Tournament, which channels and the loss due to the presence of a bend in a 
is held in the armory each spring, attracted much atten- flowing stream. 
tion this year; the snappy games put up by the con- Mr, John T. Desmond and Mr. O. W. Torgeson are 
tenders showed that high school basketball is but a step preparing to study the resistance to flow through corru- 
behind the intercollegiate game. With a fast attack and gated culvert pipe from 8 inches to 2 feet in diameter.
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aN A COLLEGE EDUCATION to form this valuable habit. This habit of saving is 

lege, and $11 dao ue to ite a 1 undoubtedly an asset in itself and should not be over- 

oe ETQOMO, Or'.29.87¢) OF ‘his total expenses, dur~  ooked when considering the value of an education as | 
ing the summer months; finally, an indebtedness of a -wholé 

$500 was incurred. The p iter i . . : 7 
hewet ot Stoax and the ‘e ee of the eae “ Engineers Earn as They Learn 
ee shiek 43 bi : or owe’ _ : a lial ility o What is the significance of these figures to Wiscon- 
$ ! seem / 5 es : . 
made $543 by going t tt an ea, the we oe sin Engineers? The writer does not believe that there 

ade y gi o college. | r ‘ ‘ : . 
that he we ne ei oh iweh ene © " leves is such a thing as an average student in the strict sense 

ve « _ . ulated a east as much prop- of the word, but, if we can assume, for the sake of dis- 
erty, perhaps in somewhat different form, if he had not . i : F 
gone to college, and that the debt of ; cussion, a student approximating to some degree an 

what college omer hit . € Hebt lof pao fepresents average student, these figures will have more of a per- 

“But” my fader ‘Will say, “what about th sonal touch to them. Let us see how the average Wis- 
, cd $ v Sa Vina * * ‘ * . . 

’ . te Yr Wiel a out. the money consin engineer obtains his funds while attending col- 
you might have earned and saved while not going to i i 

-ollege >?” 4 lege and how much he spends during his course. 
college? Investment houses, banks, and employers of 2 : “ 

: asser On November 27, 1921, questionnaires were circulated 
young men assert that the average young man before . : 
he ace wt oe He ‘i through the various classes in the college. The ques- 

the age of 25 has been self-supporting but has saved ,. is ‘ . : 
ractically wags . tionnaire contained two pertinent questions ; namely, 

practically nothing. Let us consider what the man at « ss 
york mileht have ede 7 - i ‘What per cent of your necessary expenses do you 

work might have earned and might have spent to see.if 29 “ i 
1S is: eas » : : earn?” and “Approximately what does a school year at 

this is reasonable. The writer feels that if he had . : 9 ‘ 
been working: ins : Wisconsin cost you?” These questions were answered 
xeen working instead of going to school he could not : 
have made more than $100 a woath dur he & by 747 students, which was a large percentage (about 

18 months, or $1860: durin . he Gi . nS 4 ‘h a 60%) of the enrollment in the college. Assistant Dean 

roulil @rebaLly 4 ; e ext 18 months he \ “y_ Millar and Miss M. O’Keefe have tabulated the 
would probably have been raised to $125 a month, mak- i i 
ing a al of Saec - . net: data presented below, which was obtained from answers 
ing a total of $2250 for this period; and during the re- to ‘the: first question 

maining 10 months he might have made $r4o a month, © fhe Brst question « 

or $1400. Thus, $5450 would have been the grand total PERCENTAGE OF EXPENSES EARNED BY 446 EN- 
of his earnings. After many discussions with those fa- GINEERING STUDENTS AT WISCONSIN 
miliar with young men living during the same 46 months , DURING ee tN, 
that the writer was a : 2 * a % of Necessary exp. % 0. ecessary exp. 

mate of the * as ittaiding college, the following est zarned during school earned during entire 
a of the average monthly expenditures has been Gines year only by men year, including va- 

passed upon as being reasonable and perhaps a little doing outside work. cation periods, by 

conservative: Room $20, board $35, clothes $20, laun- men doing out- 

dry $5, travel $5, insurance $4, spreads incidentals side work 

$8 and amusements $T£. or ¢ a $5, . Min. Max. Av. Min. Max. Av. 
$8 and amusements $15, or a total of $117 a month or Feeshnien 5 100 46 5 100 52 
> : re: euseee 
$5382 during the 46 months. Thus, $5450 would have Non-Promoted 

been the grand total of his earnings against an expen- Freshmen ------ 15 100 48 15 100 53 
diture of $5382, leaving a balance of $68 which would Sophomores ---- 3 100 58 3 100 52 

have been cash on hand. So these figures show, at Juniors _-------- 10 100 57 10 100 54 
: , i 5 2 

least in a general way, why a young man before the age BeM1OYS ssevenanans 1D 100 Ba 5 100 > 
of ox tas Been: self-supporting ‘but ‘has saved rir: it NOTE —Students living at home in Madison were not con- 

ae e., sel supporting but has saved very ‘it sidered in the tabulation of these data. 
tle. It has taken all of his earnings to live during this Il of tl dents Loi 

period. The writer feels that he would have been no Ot ema a all of the as a i ore fen 

exception to the rule, and that during this time he could outside wor ae iis be Ane : one £9 ese. 

have been self-supporting, but probably would have In order to eink ement : nis. ta é an ae ire a 

failed to save any money. So, on July 8, 1922, the formation o ea de the ae eee . a a 

writer believes that college cost him only $500 in money. questionnaires and determined the | ollowing facts: 

My reader will wonder why the man at work would No. of students submitting questionnaires_---- 747 oO 

spend $382 while tl colle 5 No. of students unemployed _---------------- 301 or 40.1% 
spend $5382 while the college man would spend only No. of students wholly or partially self-sup- 

$3791 during the same period. The writer knows that porting ..----------------------------- 446 or 59.9% 

the earning power of a student in a technical course is No. of students earning 100% of their expenses 85 or 11.57% 

more limited than that of the man at work because of No. of students earning between 507% and 100% 
: ng 5% 

the many hours of study and recitation necessary to (average about 85%) -------------------- 108 or 14.57% 

. let een A Fitly: § 5 5 COURSE. Bit He BIe0 ow No. of students earning between 8% and 50% 
complete successfully such a course, but he also knows (30% average) ___--------.------------- 258 or 34.0% 

that, due to this time taken up by study and recitation, NOTE—Earnings during vacation were considered in 

the student does not find the opportunity in which to compiling these data. 

spend as much money. Furthermore, because of the de- It will be of interest to know in reference to these 

creased earning power, the thrifty student is compelled questionnaires and these data, that in all of the classes 

to form the habit of saving and making his earnings go with the exception of the freshman class, more than 50 

as far as possible, while the man at work is not forced per cent of the students were doing outside work ; so the
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GOOD LIGHTING OF INDUSTRIAL PLANTS SECURES 
SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY. 

p} : The Code of Lighting for factories, mills and other Ki... ‘sork places of the State of New Jersey makes excellent Mae ae eae seconimendations of daylight for the proper lighting of ey MMM ote) industrial buildings. 
(2 HJ | Adequate daylight facilities through large window a tJ areas, together with light, cheerful surroundings, are MELEE i oe, Jie Uf . nighly desirable and necessary features in every work ee,” eh Sq place, and they should be supplied through the necessary i oe iis ae WY) . channels, not only from the humane standpoint, but also mags v oo Pe tL Pa from the viewpoint of maximum plant efficiency. 

_— Ree ee ro Importance of Daylight. 
| pene en - The unusual attention to gas and electric lighting in H eee conc oa factories, mills and other work places during the past few 1 —_ a years; the perfection of various lamps and auxiliaries, by Maat Piso wectiag means of which an improved quality and quantity of light- 1868 wean MSE lg ey mg effects are obtained; and the care which has been eisai 2: devoted to increasing the efficiency in various industrial i apparatus—all go to emphasize the many advantages and lb 

economies that result from vital and adequate window space, as a means for daylight in the proper quantities, E Ow Grease . and in the right direction during those portions of the day and the Touch of a Finger suben IS iaesiate 
Three Considerations. T= plain milling machine of 1868 was Avast Three important considerations of any lighting method improvement over the file and cold chisel asa are suficiency, continuity and diffusion, with respect to the A i a daylight illumination of interiors. Su ciency demands meen of shaping metal. Yet the old machine th, adequate window area; continuity requires | (a) large quired husky arms and a strong back to work the enough window area for use on reasonably dark days, (b) hand feed of the table through the long hours of means for reducing the illumination when excessive, due the da 

to direct sunshine, and supplementing lighting equipment y- cease for use on particularly dark days, and especially towards he Brown & Sharpe Automatic Milling the close of winter days, (c) diffusion demands interior i fi d tions that light i 1 ticable f 

: cs a er ecoral Aon: at are as 1g) In color as practicable for Machine of 1923 starts with the Lipo ae ceilings and upper portions of walls, and of a dull or matt and the table will feed back an forth continu- finish, in order that the light which enters the windows or ously as long as desired. The spindle will start, that which iS produced by lamps may not be absorbed and i he entire ma- lost on the first object that it strikes; but that it may be SLOP: Or REVERSE: automatically and e | returned by reflection and thus be used over and over chine is designed for the rapid production of dup- again. 

licate parts. 
._, Diffusion also requires that the various sources of In addition to this machine, we build a complete light, whether windows, skylights or lamps, be well dis- line of milling machines which is listed in our tributed about the space to be lighted. Light colored sur- No. 137 Catalog, a copy of which will be sent roundings as here suggested result in marked economy, on request together with special literature tut their main object is perhaps not so much economy on this No. 33 Automatic Milling Machine. as to obtain results that will be satisfactory to the human eye. 

BROWN & SHARPE MEG. Co. Requirements for natural lighting: 
Providence, R.L, U.S.A. 1. The light should be adequate for each employe. 

7 2. The windows should be so spaced and located that Hi daylight is fairly uniform over the working area. 1923 
8. The intensities of daylight should be such that ie 

artificial light will be required only during those | “ i i jj portions of the day when it would naturally be ‘ iu i e considered necessary. 
i. im) en 4. The windows should provide a quality of daylight ’ Vee LY G a which will avoid a glare, due to the sun’s rays, see tos Shes ll and light from the sky shining directly into the », . cai | 4 eye, or where this does not prove to be the case em 6 pees Rog at all parts of the day, window shades or other MRS ches eas | means should be available to make this end pos- ‘ Soret e | Bates P3 sible. 

Sunes ooh me As will be noticed in the above recommendations, large f Aha Y windows and proper diffusion of daylight are urged, in Pe re ae : 1 order to meet the demands of daylight lighting. 
. ; . Shades may be eliminated and most efficient lighting ° aie | obtained by the use of Factrolite Glass. 

- ei ? If interested in the distribution of light through a sa : Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory Report— i : “Factrolited.” 

ca ; MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, 
- : } 220 Fifth Avenue, 

Be i a Sr. Louis. New York. Chicago. 
—<—<—— = No. 7. 
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i We served you years ago when you all wore corduroys. i 

| Weare still prepared to give you the best, for it means | 

satisfaction to you, and eventually more business for us. 

2 2 
BAILLIE 0 CONNELL & MEYER | 

! a ——_— {INCORPRRATOD OO | 

| QUALITY SERVICE 
| : , ! 

| 
! | 
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pS ena. 

} I was that I did not take more LIFE INSURANCE when I was young.” : 

| What a Fool This regretful statement is mode more often than any other in regard ! 

| to LIFE INSURANCE by men of Experience. Would you profit by the 0. F HEISE | 

i mistakes of others? Confer with cae | 

i NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE MAN I 
i 407-409 Gay Building Phone Fairchild 2778 i 

eve nH ROSH HH 

SE EE eG 

! 
| 

| /PHE PRINT SHOP | 
| | 
| PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS BROOM & GORHAM : 

Ie ses scapes rcp sane cage ee 
Ife te et a ne ee ete) Gta ethene tt HA 

| 1 ot | 

| 1 | | 
| THE THINKING FELLOW =| | ~ PUBLIC SALES | 
| 

i 7 
: 

; AND CO-ED TOO i i 
i CALL A i i We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S. i 

i ii Army Munson last shoes, sizes 5% to 12, i 

i i i which was the entire surplus stock of one of i 

| i | the largest U. S. Government shoe contrac- i 

| YELLOW | | 
| 

ij 
: 

i This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per 

i BAD 500 GER i i cent solid leather, color dark tan, bellows i 

| i | tongue, dirt and water proof. The actual | 

| CAB | | value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this ! 

! tremendous buy we can offer the same to | 

the public at $2.95. 

| Six more Yellow Cabs i i Send correct size. Pay postman on deliv- i 

| i I ery or send money order. If shoes are not | 

| Have been added to | | as represented we will cheerfully refund your il 

Our Fleet money promptly upon request. 

| | | National Bay State Shoe Co. | 
| “Organized Responsibility” it aliona ay tate 0€ LO. | 

| 295 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 
| | 
ean ne nent Ht Bt tt att ttn
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freshman class, the largest of them all, is responsible to The Intangibles 
a considerable degree for the 40 per cent average of the You will note that the writer has made no attempt 
men not doing outside work. To see if this were true to capitalize the value that associations, business con- 
this year, the writer examined the freshman records in nections, and practical experience might have on the 
Professor Millar’s office and found that, from fairly ac- earning power of the man who did not go to college 
curate records, out of 264 freshmen, 94 or 36% of the nor has he discussed the relative value to the state of 
class were doing outside work. Employment records of the untrained man and the college graduate. However, 
the other classes for this year are not available, in fact, you have been forming habits, making associations, and 
little information regarding the outside employment of cultivating friendships which may easily equal those of 
students is available in the entire university. the man who could not go to college. 

The above figures indicate that the majority of en- The question of the financial value attached to Dbusi- 
gineers are partially self-supporting and that a sur- ness associations is, and probably always will be, a de- 
prisingly large number are largely or entirely self-sup-  batable one. 
porting. ‘They also indicate that the inclusion or ex- The engineer and his Dad will find it difficult to es- 
clusion of the earnings during summer vacations has timate the cash value of the business connections formed 
little effect upon the averages. In the light of these by the man who went to work and to compare this 
figures the writer feels that his own financial experience cash value to that of a college education and the as- 
was nothing exceptional—that it may be accepted associations formed by the college man. Each individual 
something that the average man can duplicate. must evaluate these associations for himself. 

In answer to the second ‘question of the question- It is hoped that you can analyze your four college years 
naire, “Approximately what does a school year at Wis- so that you can reveal to Dad something definite regard- 
consin cost you?” the following average cost was de- ing your four years’ investment and that both of you 
termined : will be able to encourage the younger men who are 

Number students Total expended by Averagefor asking, “Can I afford to go to college, Dad?” or “Can 
in estimate this number year I afford to go to college, Bill?’ You have been there; 

(all Seseenna $610,715.00 F RELTES you ought to know. Show them a college course is During the 46 months, the writer’s average expendi-  - . : . . ‘ : : worth while financially; that during this period there ture was $987 for the entire year, and for the school .) | . ; ; . : . is usually no accumulation, but that a sound investment 
year at was about $790 HOE each. ean of Hie school has been made and a valuable asset has been obtained. years, which closely approximates the average expendi- 
ture of the 747 engineering students. Although the DEVELOPMENTS IN SUROTRON TUBES 
price level fluctuated somewhat during the writer’s (Continued from page 120) 

course, his expense account shows that the CORE per year the tube, and as glass and quartz, the only materials 
wee practically the same each year and this is especially suitable for containers, are poor conductors of heat, the 
true during the last three years of his SOUESC.. So as plates quickly reach temperatures above which opera- 
far as college expenses are concerned the writer ap- tion becomes unsafe. This fact has limited the tubes 
proximates the average engmecring student. heretofore built to capacities of one or two kilowatts. 

In further comparison of the writer with the aver- It had long been realized that the ideal arrange- 
age student, he finds that his scholarship has fot been ment would be to make the plate serve as the con- 
very far above the average and in several GASES it has tainer for it could then be water cooled. Insulation 
been lower. Also, the writer was not entirely immune capable of withstanding potentials of several thousand 
from social activity, for during the first CWO years he volts must, however, separate the plate and filament 
enjoyed active membership in a social fraternity, which 44 the general arrangement of parts requires air tight 
is not uncommon to the ordinary engineer. The writer metal-glass seals one or more inches in diameter. 

has also engaged in athletics as much as the ordinary Seals of this character have been developed by House- 
engineer finds time. Then again, it is not uncommon for keeper’ of the Western Electric Company. They are 

students at Wisconsin to find a life parmer, and the capable of withstanding repeated heating and cooling 
writer followed precedent in this matter. The figures ¢.5., temperatures ranging from that of liquid air to 
given at the beginning of this article include all of the 350°C. without cracking or impairment of their vacuum 
expenses incident to courtship and marriage. A  fur- holding properties. This result was secured by ob- 

ther significant fact is, that the first two years of the taining an intimate connection between glass and metal 
writer’s course were spent at the University of Chicago either by chemical combination or by mere wetting, and 
and the last two at the University of Wisconsin, both in so proportioning the glass and metal parts that the 

Big Ten institutions and not so far distant but that sos of adhesion are greater than the tensile stresses 
prices and activities approximate each other as the ex- developed by temperature changes. The metal used is 

pense account of the writer shows. So, all in all, the copper which is readily wetted by melted glass, and the 

writer feels that he ‘can safely say that he belonged to joocite stresses are reduced by making it very thin 
the class with the “average student”—the student who where it joins the glass. Three types have been made 

tries to do justice to scholarship and the Ashivities of which are known as ribbon, disk and tubular seals re- 
student life in so far as his financial condition will per- 
mit him, 1Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 1, Page 1, July, 1922.
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spectively. In the ribbon seals, the cross section of the (2) The general laws which Abrams has advanced 
metal is lenticular with a very thin, sharp edge. In the Water (by volume) 

disk seal, a thin copper disk is made to adhere to the concerning the effect of the ratio (Cement by volume) | 

end of a glass tube, the disk being slightly greater in g ‘ y volume) 
diameter than the tube. A glass cap is placed at the on the strength and abrasive resistance of concrete are 

back of the disk to increase the mechanical strength. corroborated for the range of these: fests: Roughly, | 
Tubular seals are made by joining copper and glass within the limits of water ratios herein considered, these | 

tubes together end to end. For this purpose the metal laws are: That the strength and resistance to: weat~ Gee | 

coming in contact with the glass is sharpened to a very EEASe as the water-cement ratio increases. 

thin edge and the glass is made to adhere to it either (3) In interpreting these laws, it must be remem- 

on the inside or the outside. Metal and glass tubes up bere that the water-ratio for the concrete at the time 
to four inches in diameter have been joined in this way. it leaves the mixer is a most important factor in deter- 

Figure 6 shows a hundred kilowatt tube made by the mining the tendency to segregate in transportation and 

Western Electric Company. The general arrangement in placement, the stiff consistencies segregating less 

of parts is similar to that of the smaller tubes. The than the more fluid, whereas the water-ratio of the con- 

anode is a piece of seamless copper tubing fourteen crete when it sets is a factor which greatly influences the 

inches long and 3.5 inches in diameter closed by a cop- strength, wearing resistance, shrinkage, and other phys- 
per disk welded into the end. The filament is of tung- ical properties. 

sten, 60 mils in diameter and sixty-three inches long, and (4) From the data herein recorded, it does not ap- 

requires a current of gr amperes to heat it. The leads pear that concrete which is being mixed at the road- 

are copper rods one-eighth of an inch in diameter and side (no transportation ) will segregate appreciably when 

enter through copper disk seals one inch in diameter. the relative flowability as measured by the flow table 

The grid is constructed of molybdenum wire and is is less than 200, or, considering well-graded aggregates, 

wound around three molybdenum supports. In its when the slump in the 6x12-in cylinder is less than 6 in. 

manufacture, glass blowing difficulties were of no small With very fine-grained sands of proper grading, the 

magnitude. Because of its weight, the anode had to upper slump limit should be reduced to 4 in. 

be supported in gimbals while it was being sealed in, (5) For workable mixes having consistencies less 

and special appliances to hold the grid filament assem- than the segregation limits, see (4), the tests show that 

bly had to be devised. other factors than the water-cement ratio, such as 

It is hardly possible to overestimate the advantages workability or removal of water after placing in forms, : 

to the radio art to be derived from these tubes. A have a decided tendency to equalize the strength and 

single one will replace the large radio frequency alter- wear of concretes made of the same aggregates but dif- 

nators now in use in some high power stations, machines fering in consistency. Considering only mixes for road 

which have cost thousands of dollars to build. For construction, it seems evident that the water content 

radio telephony, the possibilities are even greater than of fresh concrete of the more fluid of these consisten- | 

for telegraphy. The power of phone sets has never cies is quite likely to be reduced by a number of fac- 

equalled that of telegraph sets because of the difficulty, tors during field operations, until the water content of 

of controlling large outputs by voice operated. modula- all mixes is nearly the same. The factors which appear 

tion devices. These powerful tubes solve not only the to influence such changes are: The striking off, the roll- 

problem of producing high power radio frequency cur- ing and the belting of the surface of the pavement, the i 

rents, but of modulating them as well. In fact it would evaporation of water from the surface, and the ab- | 

seem that in the very near future we shall see the elim- sorption of the sub-grade. | 

ination of the are and alternator transmitters, and the (6) From present knowledge, it would therefore 

gradual replacement of the radio telegraph by the tele- com that the desirable range in relative flowability for 

phone, and shall have available, for every day com- concrete road construction lies between 150 and 200, 
mercial use, trans-oceanic as well as trans-continental as measured by the flow table, or, with well-graded ag- 

radio telephony. gregates, between a 1-in. and 6-in. slump, as measured 

THSTS. ON CONCRETE by the 6x12-in. cylinder. For any given set of mater- 

(Continued from page 124) ials the consistency should be as stiff as the methods of 

reason for the inferior strength and wearing qualities of Placing and finishing permit. 
these mixes. (7) The excessive wear of concretes of normal 

Conclusions. The following conclusions are tenta- proportions containing very fine-grained sand and the 

tively advanced as a result of this series of tests: uneven wear of such concretes containing hard coarse 

(1) The flow table appears to be the most satis- aggregate are important results from these tests. 

factory method of those tried for measuring consis- Acknowledgment: The laboratory work and most | 

tency, with the 6xr2-in. cylinder next in value. The of the computing done in making and reporting these | 

flow table in the present form is best suited to laboratory tests was performed by Mr. D. H. Stiles, formerly 

work, whereas the cylinder-slump test may be used to Assistant Engineer for the Commission. He was aided 

advantage in the field. in the laboratory by W. Laflash, Laboratory Attendant.
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Silver for Hi f Tyre 
Hiram of Tyre was the metal king of the On work for which it is suited Hercules 
world in the tenth century, B. C. From Special No. 1 is more economical than the 
Spain, his fleet brought back every third usual grades of dynamite. It contains about 
year the entire production of what is now one-third more cartridges per case than 407% 
the Rio Tinto Mine. dynamite which it often replaces, cartridge 
Three tons of silver a year wasall that 40,000 for cartridge; at a saving of about twenty- workmen could produce in Hiram’s time. In five percent in blasting costs. It contains 
a recent year, at the same mine, 9,000 men, nothing but the highest grade of standard 
with the aid of explosives, mined 2% million ™aterials and by wide use on many kinds 
tons of ore. From this ore, almost 30,000 of work has proved its dependability. 
tons of copper alone was obtained. To help you in using explosives most effectively, 
But the cost of time and labor are so much __ we have prepared a series of practical booklets. If 
higher now than when King Hiram worked you have not yet received them, write to our Ad- 
the Rio Tinto that even dynamite, as ereat Vettising Department, 939 King Street, Wilming- 

lab on ie a He II ton, Del., for free copies of “Eliminating Waste 
“a labor saver as it 1s, must be scientilically in Blasting”, “Scientific Quarry Blasting”, and 
selected and used. “Hercules Products”. 

a 

dlls NW 

On POW DER A COMPANY 
Allentown, Pa. Chicago, Ill. Hazleton, Pa. 5 $ = Louisville, Ky. Pittsburgh, Pa. Salt Lake City, Utah 
Birmingham, Ala. | Denver, Colo. | Huntington, W.Va. Se. New York City Pottsville, Pa. San Francisco, Calif. 
Buffalo, N. Y. Duluth, Minn. Joplin, Mo. Va) ef Norristown, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. Wilkesbarre, Pa. 
Chattanooga, Tenn. Los Angeles, Calif. SS 5 Pittsburg, Kan. Wilmington, Del. 

ee 
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lg : I | | 
' oe — Manufacturers — 5 : 
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i ,Surveying Implements, Tapes, Leveling 

| fj ® Rods, Self-Computing Rods, Stadia i i i 

| Yy | IN Rods, Rod Ribbons, Targets, Mark- i i : i 

| (MW) Va) ing Pins, Lining Poles, Eureka i i i 
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! MILWAUKEE, WIS. Established 1867 | | . i Mailtee of LL FROST PROTECTION—Badger disc meters, | 
| ae uniders 0 | | sizes 5¢-inch to 14-inch inclusive, are i 

| ial a Poppet Valve i | equipped with breakable bottom plates, which | 
| 1 4. ga Aiea and | | in the event of freezing give way with the [| 
i gta ae pi Corliss i [| expansion of the ice, and relieve the working | 
! CS) at ie ch Si Engines | | parts of abnormal pressure. There is no dam- | 
i ee ios Ua a | | age to the meter other than the breakage of | 
| a ee homme | | the frost bottom. | 
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STURDY & RELIABLE /UFKIN ’ i . APES 

© INSURE YOU OF ACCURACY AND GOOD STEADY eee 
> @ cS ) SERVICE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS a, ~ 
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WIRE ROPE FOR ENGINEERING 
i A Wire Rope of Long Life and Reliable Service i 

JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS COMPANY, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY ' 
a ee a er 
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Koehring Five Action |; ’ Why does Koehring Five Action |; 
| Mixing Principle give Plastic |; | Mixing Principle give Plastic |; 
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How Electrical 

Engi b 
(Set; T IS not enough to ex- separated the disks with moist 
a iss periment and toobserve pieces of cloth. Thus he gene- 
3 Ac7% in scientific research. rated a steady current. This was 
MASE There must also be in- the “Voltaic pile’—the first bat- 
terpretation. Take the cases of tery, the first generator of 
Galvani and Volta. electricity. 

ag gan tn He Galvaninouched Both Galvani and Volta were 
with his metal ee careful experimenters, but Volta’s 
nerves ae frog’s pa oe ind correct interpretation of effects 
legs. The legs twitched in a gave us electrical engineering. 
very life-like way. Even when the . 
frog’s legs were hung from an iron Napoleon was the outstanding 
railing by copper hooks, the phe- _‘figure in the days of Galvani and 
nomenon persisted. Galvani Volta. He too possessed an active 
knew that he was dealing with interest in science but only as an 
electricity but concluded that the aid to Napoleon.He little imagined 
frog’s legs had in some way gen- on examiningVolta’s crude battery 
erated the current. that its effect on later civilization 

Then came Volta, a contempo- Would be fully as profound as that 
rary, who said in effect:“Your in- f his own dynamic personality. 
terpretation is wrong. Two differ- The effects of the work of Gal- 
ent metals in contact with a moist -yani and Volta may be traced 
nerve set up currents of electricity. through a hundred years of elec- 

I will prove it without the aid of trical development even to the 
frog’s legs. latest discoveries made in the Re~ 

Volta piled disks of different search Laboratories of the Gen- 
metals one on top of another and __ eral Electric Company. 

G 1@Electri Cneralys Cccric 
General Office Comp any Schenectady, N.Y 

95-635 D 
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